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Abstract – The ionosphere is one of the layers of
Earth’s atmosphere and is of special interest for
telecommunications that pass through it or are reﬂected
by it. Among other factors, it is specially affected by the
Sun, causing variations in the layer height, ionization,
electron density, and total electron content. As a result of
these variations, the critical frequency also varies as well
as propagation properties. The precise positioning of
global navigation satellite systems is also affected by
ionospheric properties. For those reasons, there are
numerous high-frequency radars (ionosondes) worldwide
dedicated to making the vertical sounding of the
ionosphere (local measurements of its properties). Due
to cost and complexity, there is a limited number of
observatories, and a global ionospheric map requires
modeling and inference for global coverage. Thus,
oblique incidence sounding has the potential of contributing to further expand local readings without the need of
establishing additional stations, being in theory an
optimized way to improve existing ionospheric mapping
and prediction. To advance toward that goal, a bibliometric research was conducted to retrieve, present, and
analyze the metrics of existing publications on the topic.
As a result, 862 unique papers were identiﬁed, ranging
from 1936 to 2021, with evidence of increasing research
interest in the past 15 years. In addition, a network
analysis of coauthorship and co-occurrence is presented.

1. Introduction
The Earth’s ionosphere is the charged part of the
atmosphere that occurs between approximately 60 and
1000 km. Variations in its properties affect most types
of communications that travel within or across the
atmosphere as they change propagation characteristics
and usage, including radio and global navigation
satellite systems.
Among other factors, the Sun is the main source
of those ﬂuctuations, especially through its ﬂares and
coronal mass ejections [3, 4]. Thus, its study is a key
factor to accessing and forecasting ionosphere [5, 6]. In
addition, it is well understood how temperature affects
the ionosphere’s thickness, density, and altitude [7–9].
That knowledge has grown in parallel and as a
consequence of the evolution of electronics and
communications, especially in the second half on the
20th century. And from that evolution, initiatives like
the International Reference Ionosphere [10] have been
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developed to produce models of the ionosphere based
on different available sources, especially the large data
sets obtained from ionosonde networks.
Although there has been intense research of the
ionosphere and a wide development of applications, still
not fully explored is the potential for the use of oblique
sounding [11], which is why the present study aims to
contribute to advances in that perspective by conducting
a bibliometric research of scientiﬁc publications on the
topic as one of the initial steps in that process.

2. Methods
Bibliometrics, from the Greek terms biblion
(‘‘book’’) and metrikos (‘‘measurement’’), is a research
method ﬁrst applied in 1917 [12] that evolved from an
initial focus on evaluating a library collection to a more
contemporary usage to describe the research corpus in an
area or topic, helping to understand its evolution and
current state. The focus of bibliometrics, especially in
terms of occurrences, frequencies, and relationship networks, is on journals, authors, and key words, what has
been classically described, respectively, as its three laws:
Bradford’s law, Lotka’s law, and Zipf’s law [13–16].
This bibliometric study aims to retrieve, present,
and analyze currently available research on the topic of
ionospheric oblique incidence sounding. The search of
publications was conducted in September 2021 on the
Web of Science and Scopus academic databases for
being the two largest, most far reaching, and most
widely used worldwide.
On both databases, we used the advanced query
‘‘(((oblique AND sounding) OR (passive AND sounding) OR (oblique AND incidence) OR (oblique AND
ionogram) OR (oblique AND ionograms) OR (oblique
AND ionosonde) OR (oblique AND ionosondes) OR
(oblique AND digisonde) OR (oblique AND digisondes)) AND (ionosphere OR ionospheric OR ionogram OR ionograms)),’’ considering only title, abstract,
and authors’ key words (‘‘TS’’ criteria on Web of
Science and ‘‘TITLE-ABS-KEY’’ on Scopus).
The search resulted in an initial corpus of 1284
publications retrieved (516 on Web of Science and 768
on Scopus). From that resulted a total of 862 unique
documents, using JabRef 5.3 for consolidation; this
consisted of 693 articles, 164 conferences/proceedings,
and ﬁve books.
For producing the network view of coauthorship
and of key word co-occurrences, VOSViewer software
has been used, using references in the RIS format [17].
For graphs and tables of the frequency of publications
per journal and per year, JabRef software was used to
export the references from the RIS format to the CSV
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Figure 1. Number of publications per journal or event with ﬁve or more occurrences.

format, which was then imported into Microsoft Excel,
where the information was summarized and the graphs
and tables were generated.

3. Results and Discussion
A total of 257 different journals and conferences
have been identiﬁed among the retrieved publications.
In addition, it is possible to observe an increase in the
number of publications in the past 15 years, with 2009
and 2019 being the two years with most publications.

In terms of journals, Figure 1 presents a graphical
summary for those with the number of publications
equal to or higher than 5. Three journals presented more
than 50 publications—Radio Science (92, 11%),
Journal of Atmospheric and Terrestrial Physics (69,
8%), and Advances in Space Research (50, 6%)—while
167 had a single occurrence each. In addition, 12
journals had between 10 and 49 publications each, and
73 had between two and nine publications each.
When investigating the numbers of publications
per year, as presented in Figure 2, the initial work

Figure 2. Publications per year.
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Table 1. Types of authorship of the publications

Table 2. Authors with 15 or more publications on the topic

Type of authorship and
number of authors

Author

Shared authorship
31
22
19
15
14
13
12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
Single author
1
Total

Publications

Publications

Author

Publications

42
33
32
29
22
20
19

Zhao, Z.-Y.
Zhou, C.
Yang, G.
Vertogradov, G. G.
Grozov, V. P.
Ivanov, V. A.
Chernogor, L. F.

19
19
18
18
17
16
15

% of the total

1
1
1
3
2
3
2
6
3
17
21
36
61
96
133
166
177

0.1
0.1
0.1
0.3
0.2
0.3
0.2
0.7
0.3
2.0
2.4
4.2
7.1
11.1
15.4
19.3
20.5

133
862

15.4
100

29.4

84.6

70.6

100

15.4
100

emerged in the early 1930s, and since then a few gaps
have occurred, those being years without papers on
oblique incidence soundings: 1937, 1941–1946, 1949,
1963, and 1981. Since then, every single year had at
least one publication.
The citation analysis (for Scopus available only
from 1970 and for Web of Science from 1945) of those
publications, being the number of times in each year
that the select corpus has been cited, shows a growing
trend, the vast majority being non–self-citations, also
representing a persistent growth in the number of
researchers. An h-index of 27 is observed in both Web
of Science and Scopus. It is interesting to note an
intense increase in the past 15 years in the citations of
publications of journals indexed by both databases.
In terms of types of authorship, as shown in Table
1, most (84.6%) correspond to publications with two or
more researchers, with 133 publications (15.4%) being

Zhao, Z.
Chen, G.
Uryadov, V. P.
Kurkin, V. I.
Ponomarchuk, S. N.
Blagoveshchensky, D. V.
Krasheninnikov, I. V.

single authored; 29.4% of the papers present ﬁve or
more authors, with the publications with the most
authors (30) dating from 2005. Two authors is also the
most common number of coauthors, corresponding to
20.5% (177 publications).
Table 2 presents authors with most publications. It
can be highlighted that 36.6% of authors from the
retrieved papers have a single publication on the topic
and that 15.0% have only two, meaning that a
substantial part seems to not extend their research on
this topic.
From the analysis of key word co-occurrences, it
is possible to observe in Figure 4 that there are many
different clusters associated. In addition, from the
analysis of coauthorship, it is possible to observe in
Figure 5 the main clusters of researchers at the center,
formed mainly by the authors in Table 3. In addition, it
can be identiﬁed that some of these clusters do not
interconnect. Also, there are some minor clusters and
independent authors shown in gray.

4. Final Considerations
This work investigated publications on the topic
of oblique incidence sounding of the ionosphere using
the bibliometric method. Its main goal was to identify,
present, and analyze the metrics of existing publications, resulting in 862 unique ones being retrieved,
ranging between 1936 and 2021.
It has been identiﬁed that in recent years, a growth
has occurred in the number of publications on oblique

Figure 3. Yearly number of times the selected publications were cited.
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Figure 4. Network view of key word co-occurrences.

Figure 5. Network view of coauthorship.
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incidence sounding resulting from an increased research
interest in the academic community. That fact reinforces the potential and viability of the use of that modality
for upgrading ionospheric modeling, description, and
prediction, as there is already a substantial developed
background and is trending better in the research ﬁeld.
On the other hand, that may also indicate that the
topic is far from being consolidated, and many of its
challenges are yet to be overcome, as highlighted in
recent studies and experiments [18]. Further evidence of
this consolidation need emerges from the fact that there
are many coauthorship cluster groups that are not
linked, thus possibly representing distinct research
branches on the topic. There are also many other
relevant authors who did not form clusters in the topic
and are not connected to any cluster groups.
Thus, it is proposed that more scientiﬁc effort
should be dedicated to investigating and solving those
existing challenges, as the broad and systematic use of
oblique incidence sounding has a high potential to
contribute to further improving the capabilities of
measuring, modeling, understanding, and predicting
the ionosphere with a special focus on propagationrelated properties. In addition, it is proposed that future
research conduct a literature review of the state of the
art on the subject, dedicating special effort to unify what
appears to be different branches of studies that might
not be currently properly linked or consolidated.
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